
146 CLIMBS AND REGIONAL NOTES

DOLOMITES

Monte Agner, North ridge R. Baxter Jones and I did this in twelve hours.
With 6000 ft of climbing it is one of the longest VI routes in the Dolomites.
However, the major part is easy scrambling with an introductory section
through a vertical forest of juniper (which can probably be avoided by a gully
on the North face side of the ridge). The climb lacks the serious atmosphere
of the North face (A.J. 74 36), but makes up for this with its position, especially
on the final tower of about 700 ft, which gives the crux. There are plenty of
good bivouac sites but a fit party should be able to complete the climb and
descend to Frassene in a single day. Mike Mortimer

Punta Civetta, Aste-Susatti route We also did this in twelve hou rs; by far the
best climb I have found in the Dolomites, with the crux superb and almost
every pitch giving really good VS free-climbing. The last VI pitch and the
summit chimneys were very wet; they should be climbable in just about any
summer conditions however. The rest of the route was dry-at a time when
there were waterfalls on the Philipp-Flamm route. Very few pegs are needed,
and these were all in place. Mike Mortimer

Rocchetta Alta. The Spigolo Strobe, VI sup and A2, received its first British
ascent on 28 July by Jones and Phillips. The latter regards it as 'a fantastic
route, better than the North face, with constantly hard climbing on excellent
rock'. The same party did the first British ascent of the Via della Grole on
26 July in fourteen hours. Phillips regards it as a potential classic; all pegs in
place (VI, A2).

Pilastro di Rozes, South face direct (via Pope Paul VI). Eric Jones and
Chris Phillips on 21-22 June in 17i hours. It proved an excellent artificial
route, as exciting as the Maestri on the Roda di Val. The original route is
not normally followed to the first large terrace; instead, the gully to the
right is taken (IV).

Cima Ovest di Lavaredo, North face by German direct route (Rudolf
Baur, 1968). First British ascent, July 1969, D. Scott, J. Upton, T. Wells.
Article, p 59. The route goes up between the Swiss-Italian route and the
Cassin and through the prominent overhangs one-third of the way up the
face [42]. The wall leading up to the roof is loose in the lower half and twenty
pitons were missing on our ascent. The roof is completely bolted and all the
pegs were in place along the lip of the roof. Grading: first wall, A2; roof,
ungraded (all bolts in place); final wall to Kasparek Ledge, VI.



EUROPE: CORSICA Ion

Start the climb about 30 yds right of the Swiss-Italian route, at a 30 ft square
detached-flake. Climb up the right side, traverse along the top and start
climbing up the pegs and loose rock of the wall. Tend left and then up for
200 ft. From a stance on bolts go up right for 80 ft and then traverse up left
on bolts and pegs for 100 ft to another stance on bolts. Go straight up for
80 ft to the roof. Go out on bolts, placed every 3 ft or so, to a stance at the lip.
This involves 135 ft of climbing. The stance is protected from the falling
rocks and water. Traverse right for 50 ft and up IS ft to the black rock and a
stance about 50 ft right of the waterfall. Go up, free-climbing, for ISO ft to the
Kasparek Bivouac Ledge and so join the Cassin route. Doug Scott

Corsica

A 1969 visit In a letter to a friend of mine many years ago, the late R. L. G.
Irving strongly recommended the month of May for climbing in Corsica.
Tom Weir and I tested this in May 1969, in one of the most memorable
mountain holidays of our lives. There is little point in supplying an inventory
of our climbs, which we enjoyed without exception. The weather was re
markably settled, with plenty of snow and ice on the higher tops to provide
good mixed courses. As H. W. R. Wade found in June 1968 (A.J. 74180),
mist tended to develop by noon and the heat was never too intense.

During our first week we camped at Col de Bavella and climbed "among the
peaks at Velaco and the Towers of Asinao. The Punta di Ferro, first climbed
in 1955, produced the most interesting route, after an incomparable walk
through the woods of Velaco and the traverse of the little gendarmes and
af(~tes which lead to the col beneath it. Even a limited experience of this
Bavella region led us to the ready belief that new ways, and some very long
ridges, are there to be found. The wild Aracale gorge invites exploration; and,
much easier of access, there are possibilities on some of the Asinao Towers.

When Edward Lear first saw the Col de Bavella he was excited by its rare
beauty. A century has not diminished it. While not looking like Arcadians,
Weir and I felt like them and we rhapsodised daily about our idyllic life. Pine
woods, flowers and wildlife were the foreground to a skyline of aiguilles.

We were in the Viro glen beyond Calasima in the second week and found some
of the classic routes on Paglia Orba, Capo Tafonato, Punta Minuta and others
quite enthralling. Finding solitude was no problem but a hired car and light
bivouac gear were really advantageous. Len Lovat
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